Abstract. This document proposed improvement PSO with applying mutation operator for solving Travelling Salesman Problem. To PSO solve or decrease trapping in local optimum. From experiment results of this research show that results of PSO with applying mutation operator obtain better than results of normal PSO for solving TSP.
Introduction
PSO is solved optimization problems. It is introduced by Kennedy and Eberhart [1, 2] in 1995. It is motivated by the behavior of flying bird and their communication mechanism. In comparison with several other population-based stochastic optimization methods, such as genetic algorithms (GA) and evolutionary programming (EP), PSO performs better in solving a variety of optimization problems [3] such as function optimization problems, neural network training. However, PSO has the main disadvantage that easily trapped in local optimum. To solve this disadvantage, many researchers [4 -6] increased the population diversity of PSO by adding the mutation operators in the process of PSO. The experiment results of these papers showed that PSO with applying mutation operator can obtain better results than normal PSO.
Traveling Salesman problem (TSP), its goal is finding the shortest distance of loop among n cities, and each city must be visited. TSP is one of the most popular problems in combinatorial optimization problems. Moreover, it is often used to test the performance of algorithms. However, applying PSO with TSP encounters trapping in local optimum. This research tries to decrease or solve trapping in local optimum of PSO for solving TSP by adding the mutation operator in the process of PSO. The experiment of this research compares results from original paper [7] and [8] with results from applying mutation operator to paper [7] and [8] . The results show that applying mutation operator to paper [7] and [8] can obtain better results than original paper [7] and [8] .
Related work
Particle Swarm Optimization. In standard PSO, each member of the population is called a "particle" with its own position and velocity. Each individual particle performs searching in the search space according to its velocity, the best position found in the whole swarm (GBEST) and the individual's best position (PBEST). The standard PSO algorithm starts with randomizing particle positions and their respective velocities, and the evaluation of the position of each particle is achieved by using the objective function of the optimization problem. In a given iteration, each individual particle updates its position and velocity according to the expression below:
Where X' id represents the current positions of i particle and d dimension, X id represents the previous positions of i particle and d dimension, V id represents the previous velocity of i particle and d dimension, V' id represents the current velocity of i particle and d dimension, P id represents PBEST of i particle and d dimension, and P gd represents GBEST of d dimension. ƞ 1 and ƞ 2 are acceleration constants, 0 ≤ ω < 1 is an inertia weight and rand() generates random number from interval [0,1]. A limit velocity is represented with V min , V max . If calculate velocity of a particle exceeds this value, it will replace value of V min , V max .
Applying Particle Swarm Optimization with Travelling Salesman Problem. Normally, PSO is designed to apply continuous optimization problem. In order to PSO can apply combinatorial optimization problem. PSO have to improve some steps in process of PSO.
Research [7] proposed a discrete particle swarm optimization for TSP or DPSO. DPSO has process step as follows. Each particle is sequence of nodes such as 1, 2, 3, and 4. This sequence means salesman visits node 1 then node 2 then node 3 then node 4 and go back node 1. The evaluation of each particle is distance of nodes sequence which is sorted by PSO. PSO try to sort nodes sequence to obtain the least distance. To PSO can sort nodes sequence, process of update velocity and update position is changed according to the expression below:
Where P id -X id and P gd -X id are the basic swap sequences, the ⊕ operator as merging two swap sequences into a new swap sequence, ω•V id , r 1 •(P id -X id ) and r 2 •(P gd -X id ) means that all the swap operator in V id , P id -X id and P gd -X id are retained with the probability of ω, r 1, and r 2 respectively, Eq. 4 means that swap sequence V id , acts on solution X id to get a new solution.
Eq. 4, the effect of the cognition modal over social modal [8] because the particular calculate properties of the addition of the swap sequence, some abnormal situations will occur. For example: (P id -X id ) ⊕ (P gd -X id ) = [(1, 2)] + [(1, 2)] = [] that means the effect of PBEST and GEBST are canceled. In the fact, the particle should change its position that follows GBEST and PBEST. Hence, it obstructs the convergence to a great extent.
Research [8] proposed a mix discrete particle swarm optimization for TSP or MDPSO. This algorithm, process of update velocity and update position is changed according to the expression below:
This algorithm used operator as same as DPSO except the ⊗ operator is the crossover operation, c 1 and c 2 are the constant values that are set 1.
MDPSO does not suffer the cognition modal because it uses the ⊗ operator instead of the ⊕ operator. Moreover, it keeps the variety of the swarm, and avoids falling into local optimum. It use ω • Z id means variety of velocities are retained with the probability of ω.
In the fact, MDPSO does not create diversity of population, but it impedes convergence of particle to GBEST and PBEST. Because, ω is probability that defines change or unchanged. This parameter will impede updating particle to become GBEST or PBEST. Finally, all particles will become GBEST. If GBEST traps in local optimum, all particles will trap in local optimum and cannot seek for global optimum. The search results are not efficient.
Advanced Engineering Research
An improvement Particle Swarm Optimization for Travelling Salesman Problem with the mutation operator. The mutation can add variability into the population. The effect of this event, particles occur jumping out local optimum thus the mutation improve performance of PSO. Hence, this research proposed that the mutation operator is added into process of PSO to it decrease trapping in local optimum and obtain better results than PSO for solving TSP. For applying mutation with TSP, some nodes of particle are randomized then are swapped with other nodes. The effect of mutation cause distribution of particles and seeks for answer in new areas. The results from search new area can meet answer which is better than pervious answer. Applying mutation with DPSO is called a discrete particle swarm optimization with mutation for TSP or DPSOM. Pseudo code of DPSOM is shown below: 1) Initialize: each particle gets a random solution and a random swap sequence, namely velocity. 2) Evaluate: evaluate the fitness of each particle.
3) Update particle: update each particle position X id according to Eq. 3 and 4. 4) Update P id : for each particle, if its fitness is better than the fitness of P id , update P id = X id . 5) Update P gd : for each particle, if its fitness is better than the fitness of P gd , update P gd . 6) Mutate: applying mutation operator as follows: For I = 1 to number of population Apply mutation with MDPSO is called a mix discrete particle swarm optimization with mutation for TSP or MDPSOM. The Pseudo code of MDPSOM is similar to DPSOM except in step 3, Eq. 3 and 4 are replaced by Eq. 5.
Experiments and Results
To test the mutation can improve the efficiency of PSO for solving TSP. The proposed algorithms are tested on seven instances from the TSPLIB library [11] . Parameters are as follows for all experiments: ω = 0.8, r 1 = 0.7, r 2 = 0.7, c 1 =1 and c 2 = 1, the number of population is 200. Each instance runs PSO 100 times. For DPSO and MDPSO, the maximum iteration is 50000. For, MDPSOM and DPSOM, the maximum iteration is 25000. The mutation probability is set 0.005.
For values measure performance of algorithm in these experiments follows as: The mean best fitness values (MBF) is the mean of best fitness in final iteration from all running. For TSP have the best known value. Hence any techniques that yield MBF nearer the best known value are the better technique. SD is the standard deviation. SD indicates the solution searching reliability of an algorithm.
From the experimental results of Table 1 show that DPSOM produce a better quality solution because of its lower MBF than DPSO. MDPSOM produce a better quality solution because of its lower MBF than MDPSO. Moreover, the reliability of DPSOM is better than that of because of its higher SD than DPSO. The reliability of MDPSOM is better than that of because of its higher SD than MDPSO. Hence, the mutation can improve the efficiency of PSO in quality solution and reliability. 
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Conclusion
The mutation operator is applied with PSO to solve problems of trapping in local optimum. Hence, mutation can improve the efficiency of PSO for solving TSP. From the experimental results show that applying mutation with PSOs obtain better solution and reliability than normal PSO.
